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What Can You Expect? 

 

Sick Leave: for the first 30 calendar days you receive 100% of salary. This is 

paid by the University. 

 

Short Term Disability (STD): for up to 21 weeks you receive close to 100% 

of salary. Each claim needs approval from, and is monitored by, Manulife. 

This is paid by the carrier. 

 

Long Term Disability (LTD): for up to 2 years you receive 70% of salary. 

Each claim needs approval from, and is monitored by, Manulife. Long term 

disability can continue after 2 years provided you meet the criteria. This is 

paid by the carrier. 

 

Partial Leave: partial sick, STD and LTD leaves are possible if you meet the 

definition of disabled but are able to manage part time. 

 

Once Only 30 Days: if you are turned down by Manulife for STD or LTD, 

you are eligible for 30 contact days (6 weeks for someone working full time) 

of pay. 
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What Might Surprise You? 

 

Averaging: if you are scheduled to an uneven workload across terms (e.g. 5 

sections in the Fall and 3 in the Spring) the period of your illness will be 

considered as if your work was spread evenly through the year. Thus, in the 

example above, you will be expected to work 4 sections (not 3) in the Spring 

if you are cleared to return full time. 

 

PD:  the University’s position is that PD is earned based on the number of 

sections you have worked in the year, not the number you were assigned 

before your illness. If you are cleared to return to work in the time you were 

originally assigned PD, you may not have accrued enough PD for the entire 

PD period. You may be assigned teaching or other duties during this period. 

 

Vacation: vacation is accrued while on Sick Leave and STD. If you have 

been on LTD and are cleared to return to work, you may not have accrued 

enough vacation for the entire vacation period. 

 

Graduated Return to Work: many people return to work gradually. If you 

are cleared to return to a partial workload you may be expected to teach 

during periods you usually have PD and/or holiday. 
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How Can You Help Yourself? 

 

DO seek treatment for your condition as soon as you become aware of it. If 

you can show that you have been actively receiving medical care it will 

increase your chances of approval. Let your doctor know you are filing a 

claim. 

DON’T wait - apply for Sick Benefits, STD right away. Contact Barb Ottley 

and your CFA Rehab Committee Member (Jo ext 3666 or Pat ext 7581) as 

early as possible. 

DO provide Manulife with the names of all your medical providers and a list 

of treatment dates. Fill out all forms completely, including all information 

about your medical history. 

DON’T miss interviews, doctor’s appointments, or filing deadlines that will 

cause your claim to be delayed and/or denied. 

DO make sure the statement your treating physician supplies to Manulife 

gives a thorough description of your medical condition, detailing how the 

disability practically affects your job duties and/or why you can no longer 

work.  

DON’T direct your doctor. Manulife could deny your claim if they believe it is 

“your” opinion the doctor is basing their recommendations on.  
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DO follow through on your medical treatment plan and/or program, including 

visits to any specialists recommended by your physician. Medical records are 

critical.  

DO keep detailed and accurate records of the doctors you have visited and 

any treatment you have received, including medication you have been 

prescribed. 

DON’T refuse any additional testing that is requested. 

DO follow up quickly on any requests from Manulife for additional information. 

DON’T negotiate the timing of your leave or return to work with your 

coordinator and/or colleagues. “Toughing it out” until the end of term 

increases the chances of your claim being denied. 

DO keep copies of all letters and other correspondence you send or receive 

from Manulife, and take detailed notes of every phone conversation you have 

with Manulife’s representatives. Your CFA rep may want copies as well. 

DON'T give up if your claim is denied. Speak with your CFA Disability Rep 

to discuss your case and how to file an appeal.  

DO give this document to your partner or care-giver.  

http://www.dfwssdi.com/Social-Security-Disability/Denied-SSD-Benefits.aspx

